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About This Content

Get some weirdo weapons in this pack! Each set contains two new weapons for all characters.

Includes the following:

Neptune's Weapon? Set

Noire's "What? Use This?" Weapon Set

Blanc's Playtime Weapon Set

Vert's Test Weapon Set

Nepgear's "What? Fight With This?" Weapon Set

Uni's Weapon? Set

Rom's Playtime Weapon Set

Ram's Playtime Weapon Set
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Uzume's Amazing Weapon Set

Older Neptune's Weapon? Set

IF's Mystery Weapon Set

Compa's "Huh? Fight With This?" Weapon Set

B-Sha's Amazing Weapon Set

S-Sha's Test Weapon Set

C-Sha's Mystery Weapon Set

K-Sha's Playtime Weapon Set
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Title: Megadimension Neptunia VII Trial Weapon Pack
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Idea Factory, Compile Heart
Publisher:
Idea Factory International
Release Date: 5 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 2.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 17 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Shader v5 or newer

English,Japanese
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megadimension neptunia vii trial weapon pack

I did not see anybody playing the game. Dont waste your time.. Was crafting badges when I got a coupon for this game. Don't
even play RPG style games. Said, "Why not, it's only like $0.99." Played for two and a half minutes and came to a room full of
chests. "Oh, this is an achievement game.". Nem megy VR-ben!!!!!!
This is not get VR !!!!!!. Simple game, where cooperative is one of the most important thing.

+ Oldschool graphics from Sensible world of soccer :3
+ Simple and easy game

- lags :c
My opinion is 7/10 :). It's a tough as nails shmup done in the aesthetics of R-Type (ZX Spectrum version). It has tons of little
short levels that make you swear (in a good way). You will die a lot, but each and every level is achievable. One for the retro
fans, for sure, but shmup fans should give this a chance beyond a cursory glance. It has some really great levels.. 5/5 bretty gud.
Played this game some. It was fun.
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i smell pennies. Guys Keep Going !!!!. I love this game but im refunding it til i can play with a controller soz m8s. Good game, a
little expensive but still a good game.. LOL hours of hilarious 1 click fun, its cute, cartoonish and slightly crazy well worth it to
add to your game collection.. I really liked playing this game, though I would recommend not to buy it at full prize. It is a little
expensive for the limited gameplay you can get out of this game.

I love how you get to know the people in this story and can really change their mind, while making up your own mind. It forces
you to think about your own political value.

The game has some replay value as the game consists of multiple endings.. One of my favorite games. The action is
straightforward 3-marble, but the graphics, sounds, and pace are just right. There are no frilly side goals and no cut scenes. Even
the levelling up is done for you so you can get back to shooting those Tron-ish marbles without interruption. It's the only game
of this sort that I've replayed many times.
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